Colet Court
Sample Verbal Reasoning Questions
1. Look at the following words. If they were placed in alphabetical order which word would be
fourth in the list?
(a) auction, augur, anxiously, anxiety, axle
(b) beginning, benign, beige, beetroot, baize

2. In each group of words below which one cannot be made just using the letters in the
keyword?
(a) Stationery: stone, tyres, ration, nation, noisy
(b) Impediment:

mint, dementia, impede, tepid, mimed

3. Choose the correct letter from the given list to fit in the brackets such that it correctly ends
one word and begins another
(a) drow ( ) ought

b, d, n, s, t

(b) plum ( ) rown

d, f, t, b, e

4. Choose a word from inside the bracket that is closest in meaning to the word outside the
bracket
(a) unhappy

(unkind, death, laughter, sad, friendly)

(b) compassionate

(needy, considerable, cruel, sympathetic, honest)

5. From the list of words below choose the one that can be inserted into the word in capital
letters so that the whole sentence makes sense. You cannot change the order of the letters.
(a) Her EIGHT had improved.

but, yes, may, now, fen

(b) The earth shook VIOLY.

cent, tyre, trio, lent, iron

6.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Use the alphabet above to help try and crack the following codes.
(a) If MANE is coded as NZRA, what does IDVA mean?
(b) If SHOAL is coded as PELXI what does TEFIB mean?

7. Move one letter from the word at the left to the word at the right so that two new proper
words are made.
(a) shown

heater

(b) cramp

piece

8. In each sentence below, two consecutive words have a four letter word hidden at the
end of one word and the beginning of the next. What is the four letter word?
(a) your geese have been seen on his land

----

(b) cooks never spend enough time climbing ladders

----

9. From the brackets choose the word that is most opposite in meaning to the keyword:

10.

(a) wide:

(broad, vague, long, narrow, motorway)

(b) hide:

(conceal, seek, reveal, revoke, den)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Use the alphabet above to complete the following letter patterns:
(a) AB is to CD as

PQ is to

__

(b) OE is to IY as

CS is to

__

